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 I have always loved design and shown interest in interior design from a young age. I dis-

covered my creativity through art and painting. I come from a family of creatives my dad, 

an artist and owner of a construction business where he designs houses, my step dad is 

a interior photographer and my mom is a stylist. They have all in uenced my creative 

side and inspire me every day. I am an extremely passionate person who always gives 

100%. I consider my self a strong team player. I love meeting and creating with people.

ABOUT ME
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BRIE  A D O E T
SIR SEARLE  MAMA TA A 01

n existing plan of the second oor of 10 earle treet, oodstoc , was to be convert-

ed into a new  star, luxery holding hotel, the structure of which was not to be altered. 

I was given the freedom to design the internal layout and aesthetic, with a limitless 

brief focused on the experience the clients would recieve. rom this luxurious stay, the 

clients would trave  to an exclusive od located within four hours of oodstoc , for 

another magni cent stay, full of experiences.

 I  TI  1 T  

ir earle and ama Tan wa share a uni ue relationship. ir earle depicts the vibe of ape 

Town he gives of a feeling of being in the hustle, the busyness of ape Town and oodstoc  

showing of all it s attributes. e is bold and patterned yet slee  with his gold and blac  trims. 

Thus, he ma es you feel energetic, important, and mostly, sophisticated wal ing into a hotel li e 

this. The bursts of strong color are carried through to the rest of the space using dar -wood cabi-

nets to encapsulate masculinity and match it with the dynamic burnt orange wall features. The 

uxtaposition of raw concrete tiles and white linen cushioning depicts the pride and ease ir 

earle feels in his position as the man of the hotel, ultimately pairing his business-self with an in-

herited afro chic energy.

amma Tan wa she is anything but linear ta ing the responsibility and embody meant of a 

ama. he organically ta es on the shape of her surroundings, wide open space with rounded 

amma Tan wa she is anything but linear ta ing the responsibility and embody meant of a 

ama. he organically ta es on the shape of her surroundings, wide open space with rounded 

features to create a calming sense of home-living. The shape of the pods create a reminisce of 

the frican mud hut rondavel using a warm colour palate of neutral tones which lin  to clay and 

the tones of the desert oor. The wide sliding doors which open straight onto the external 

ground connects the person to their surroundings and allows for natural light and air to ow 

through the pod freely. The repetition of circle shapes carried from the external design of the 

pods to the internal in terms of the roof features, seating and tables, replace, and traditional f-

rican drums invites the viewer to thin  of amma Tan wa as being at the heart of the home, a 

living space with no sharp edges, a true protector symboli ing a ama in all forms of life. ir 

earle gives you the ape Town experience and ama Tan wa allows you to decompress and 

recent  they are the yin to the yang . 

BRIEF
CONCEPT
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LOOR LA
SIR SEARLE BOTIQUE HOTEL 01

SIR SEARLE FLOOR PLAN
NTS
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ERS E TI ES
SIR SEARLE BOTIQUE HOTEL 01

RECEPTION 
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ERS E TI ES
SIR SEARLE BOTIQUE HOTEL 01

BAR
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ERS E TI ES
SIR SEARLE BOTIQUE HOTEL 01

RESTAURANT INDOOR POOL
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ERS E TI ES
SIR SEARLE BOTIQUE HOTEL 01

HOTEL BEDROOM HOTEL BEDROOM LOUNGE AND BATHROOM

HOTEL BEDROOM HOTEL BATHROOM
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8.

11.

12.

16.

15.

MATERIALS BOARD
SIR SEARLE BOTIQUE HOTEL 01

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

13.

14. 17. 18. 19.

1. CARA SAVEN WALLPAPER, WHERE I BELONG ; 2. GREEN MARBLE, W.O.M.A.G ; 3. DARK GREEN MARBLE, W.O.M.A.G ; 4. FLUITED GLASS ; 5. MEDIUM FINE OAK, OGGIE ; 6. SISAL ; 
7. BRONZE GLASS ; 8. BLACK GRANITE ; 9. MIXED ORANGE MARBLES, W.O.M.A.G ; 10. BRASS ; 11. CREAM MARBLE, W.O.M.A.G ; 12. MIRROR ; 13. SINGITA RANGE, HERTEX WALLPAPER 
; 14. SINGITA RANGE, HERTEX FABRIC ; 15. LINEN FABRIC, HERTEX ; 16. BURNT ORANGE VELVET, HERTEX ; 17. BLACK TIMBER, OGGIE ; 18. CREAM KITKAT TILE ; 19. BLUE KITKAT TILE 
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LOOR LA
MAMA TA A 01

MAMA TANKWA 2PAX POD FLOOR PLAN
NTS

MAMA TANKWA 6PAX POD FLOOR PLAN
NTS
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ERS E TI ES
MAMA TA A 01

EXTERIOR ENTRANCE VIEW
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ERS E TI ES
MAMA TA A 01

EXTERIOR POOL AREA
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ERS E TI ES
MAMA TA A 01

INTERIOR LOUNGE
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ERS E TI ES
MAMA TA A 01

BEDROOM AU SUITE BATHROOM
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7.

8.

4.2.

5.

MATERIALS BOARD
MAMA TA A 01

1. SISAL ; 2. DARK BROWN LEATHER ; 3. SINGITA RANGE FABRIC, HERTEX ; 4. LIGHT OAK TIMBER, OGGIE ; 5. BRASS ; 6. DARK TIMBER, OGGIE ; 7. LIMESTONE, 
W.O.M.A.G ; 8, SISAL FABRIC ; 9. RED BUILDING MUD ; 10. SINGITA RANGE FABRIC, HERTEX ; 11. NATURAL LINEN, HERTEX

1.

3.

6.

9.

10.

11.
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P ANS AND E E ATIONS
UKIO TREEHOUSE 02
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PERSPECTI ES
UKIO TREEHOUSE 02
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BRIEF AND CONCEPT
UKIO TREEHOUSE 02
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BRI F AND ON PT
PG BISON THANDA IGADI IKAYA 03

The task was to "rede ne the market’s perceptions and ex-

pectations of housing in this mixed-use residential and retail 

space, providing a '”real- world solution to a real- world prob-

lem.” Existing structures on the property were to be retained. 

Unit sizing was to be in accordance with current standards al-

lowing for future expansion to the modular unit types. Spe-

cial attention was to be paid to maximising space through 

The budget was to t into the “ affordable housing” category. 

The solution was to regard a new innovative footprint for 

future developmeants of similar natur, the next evolutionary 

step in housing for the masses. 

[ DESIGN TIME TOP 5] 

To design a modern sophisticated space using natural materials 

such as timber and linen to create a more welcoming space. To 

create a space that could easily transform from day into night 

which could cater for a great night life buzz.
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FLOOR PLAN
PG BISON THANDA IGADI IKAYA 03

THANDA IGADI IKAYA FLOOR PLAN
NTS
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P RSP TI S
PG BISON THANDA IGADI IKAYA 03

E TERIOR A O 

PAGE 0



P RSP TI S
PG BISON THANDA IGADI IKAYA 03

INTERIOR EATERY 

INTERIOR EATERY 

INTERIOR RETAIL LOTHING STORE

INTERIOR RETAIL LOTHING STORE

INTERIOR APART EANT LO NGE AND KIT HEN

 EDROO
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RIEF AN  CONCEPT
KSA KITCHENS 04

Mr D and Mr G are a same sex couple who have recently bought 

an apartment together, in a trendy part of town that showcases 

theatre and cafe culture. They are renovating this top oor apart-

ment on a budget. They want to reinvent the space to look very 

high-tech and modern. As their budget is too small to work with 

solid or veneer timber and nishes like duco they are aware they 

will need to work with someone who can do something special 

with simpler, cost e ective products. Their nished kitchen will 

need to stand up to the critical eye of their wealthier friends.

The couple like modern gadgetry, are very into their social media 

and old movies. As their apartment is small and open plan, stor-

age in the kitchen needs to be maximised and the integration 

from kitchen to living area needs to be seamless.

[ DESIGN TIME TOP 10] 

This design marries modernity and character to truly re ect the dynamic 

nature of the couple. The black and silver backsplash with geometric 

shapes is a suggested reminisce of the Great Gatsby, championing their 

love for old movies, extravagance, and luxury. While the sleek and af-

fordable light wooden chairs break the sleekness of the dark linear back-

drop and capture the natural light coming in from the glass doors. This 

makes the light table and chairs a place to sit, enjoy conversation and 

admire the futuristic yet sophisticated kitchen ttings. Having an island 

can allow the restraint owner to prepare food in front of his guests when 

hosting and because of the natural light coming onto the table and 

chairs, it can double up as a workspace for the lawyer, thus saving 

money on making a separate study and making the space more dynamic 

and interactive. The hidden pantry set this design apart from the stan-

dard open plan living and encourage guests to slip out of their comfort 

zone and enjoy cocktails at the bar or bask in the sun at the table. By 

using a minimalist design of counter tops and seating, a ordability is using a minimalist design of counter tops and seating, a ordability is 

prioritised. However, curbing boredom as the complementary colours 

and futuristic patterned walls ensure there is always something to look 

at and admire. 
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FLOOR PLAN
KSA KITCHENS 04

KSA KITCHEN PLAN
NTS
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ELE ATION
KSA KITCHENS 04

KSA KITCHEN ELE ATI N
NTS
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PERSPECTI ES
KSA KITCHENS 04
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OO  OAR  
KSA KITCHENS 04



BRIEF AND CONCEPT
BLACKSTAD IBIZA INTERNSHIP 05

BlackStad is an architecture rm in Ibiza Spain, they have an in-

credible o ce space and o er the full package from architects, 

interior designers, builders and carpenters. I was lucky enough 

to intern for them for a month and had full design freedom on 

this one residential project which I built and designed the interi-

or of the space for the rst draft to be presented to the clients .

I designed this place using Blackstads traditional materiality from 

Adams stone paving, to chestnut wood beams and built in cup-

boards keeping to the traditional Mediterranean style doing lime 

stone wash walls that give a really nice texture and light feeling, 

I tried to keep to a minimalistic interior picking simple yet ele-

gant furniture to make the whole interior light and simple.   
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PERSPECTI ES
BLACKSTAD IBIZA INTERNSHIP 05

E  GE G E  E

E  A  G A  E   A   E A
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The brief was to design the renovation of an old Victorian home 

keeping in mind that most of the interior walls are load bearing so 

will have to remain in the same position. Openings must remain 

intact, and as is with the exception of the back stoep. Client require-

ments is a seamless living/ dinning/ kitchen area. Your client has got 

a quirky, fun side to them, this should be considered within, and 

throughout your design. Main bedroom, BIC, with spacious Au suite 

bathroom. A second bedroom that doubles up as a study, where your 

client can do the odd bit of work. A second bathroom with a shower, 

basin and WC for guests.

I wanted to make this space an extremely graphic and fun place that 

still had a homey feel to it. I was inspired by Kelly Wearstler through 

an exploration of materiality, color, forms and an intuitive juxtaposi-

tion of contemporary and vintage, architectural, organic and graph-

ic, she curates a wealth of experiences into every space.
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FLOOR LAN
TRILL ROAD VICTORIAN HOME
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ELEVATION
TRILL ROAD VICTORIAN HOME
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ER ECTIVE
TRILL ROAD VICTORIAN HOME
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FURNITURE BOARD
TRILL ROAD VICTORIAN HOME
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To design a relocated restaurant currently situated in Woodstock 

relocating to Bree Street Cape Town. Pesce Azzuro strives to o er 

the ultimate contemporary Italian seafood cuisine. To create a high 

end restaurant with a neutral color palate with hues of brown, gold 

and grey. They required a bar area, deli section to serve cold meats, 

wine cellar, slow lounge, art dis-play and inside / siting area.  

To design a modern sophisticated space using natural materials 

such as timber and linen to create a more welcoming space. To 

create a space that could easily transform from day into night 

which could cater for a great night life buzz.

BRIEF AND CONCEPT
PESCE AZZURO RESTAURANT 07
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PERSPECTI ES
PESCE AZZURO RESTAURANT 07

E E  EA G A EA
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ATERIA S BOARD
PESCE AZZURO RESTAURANT 07
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IMAGES
PENDENT LIGHT 08

SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW
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You have been tasked with upcycling, and breathing new life, into a 

simple timber stool. This project provides you with the opportunity to 

transform your selected stool into something fresh, relevant and exciting. 

Your piece must be unique and globally trend worthy. No less than 60 

percent of the stools existing structure must remain intact.

I was inspired by vibrant colour and local craftmans ship. I changed 

the shape of the stool by making the legs perfect squares and used 

colour blocking which echoed the block form through out the design. 

The stool is a rendition of a traditiona african stool.  

BRIEF
CONCEPT

BRIEF AND CONCEPT
PRODUCT DESIGN BA WE STOOL 09
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BRIEF AND CONCEPT
PRODUCT DESIGN BA WE STOOL 09

BA E TOO
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TEXTILE DESIGN
DELFT CUSHION 10
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1

HAND RENDER
MAGAZINE IMAGE 11

ORIGINAL IMAGE HAND RENDER
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